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General terms and conditions of the carbon-neutral district heat 

supplement 

The carbon-neutral district heat supplement is intended for all Oulun Energia's district heating customers. 

This is meant to help our customers achieve their carbon-neutrality goals. Upon request, a customer who 

has purchased the carbon-neutral district heat supplement will receive a certificate for the carbon-neutral 

production of the district heat they use. 

Product contents: 

• Carbon-neutral district heat is an additional product that you can choose in addition to the district 

heat provided by Oulun Energia by selecting the carbon-neutral district heat option. This way, you 

will receive district heat that is produced entirely with renewable or comparable energy sources. 

• Carbon-neutral district heat can only be provided to customers to the extent that district heat 

produced by renewable or similar heat sources is available. In a situation where all available 

carbon-neutral district heat has already been sold or production is insufficient to cover the 

consumption of the customer, carbon-neutral district heat cannot be offered to customers until its 

production is increased. 

Conditions of use and validity of the product: 

• The carbon-neutral district heat supplement cannot be purchased separately without a valid heat 

supply contract with Oulun Energia. 

• Once the district heating contract with Oulun Energia expires, the carbon-neutral district heat 

supplement will also expire. 

• The customer may terminate the carbon-neutral district heat supplement with one (1) month's 

notice, starting from the last day of the termination month. After the end of the notice period, the 

customer will still have the primary district heat supply contract in force. 

• Oulun Energia has the right to change the carbon-neutral district heat supplement or to stop 

offering it to its customers. In this case, Oulun Energia must notify its customer in writing three (3) 

months before either changing the supplement or the date when the supplement is no longer 

offered. 

Production, production verification and inspection of carbon-neutral district heat: 

• Oulun Energia is constantly monitoring the fuels used in the production of district heat and the 

carbon dioxide emissions caused by its production. The district heat consumed by our customers 

who have purchase the carbon-neutral district heat supplement is produced entirely with 

renewable energy sources and waste heat. These energy sources include, for example, wood-based 

fuels and recovered waste heat. 
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• A verifier authorized by the Energy Authority verifies annually the total amount of carbon neutral 

district heat sold by Oulun Energia to its customers and the amount of energy produced using re-

newable or similar sources of energy by Oulun Energia. The verifier grants the energy provider with 

a proof certificate of renewable energy production. The certificate guarantees, that the energy pro-

vided by the energy provider fulfills the perquisite for the Guarantee of origin. Oulun Energia is a part 

of Energy Authority’s Guarantee of origin system. 

Product pricing: 

• EUR 2.48 / MWh (incl. VAT 24%) 

• The price of the carbon-neutral district heat supplement is determined according to the currently 

valid price list. Customers will be notified about price changes no less than one month before the 

change takes effect. 

• The price of the carbon-neutral district heat supplement is invoiced monthly in the customer's 

district heating invoice. 

 

 


